Since the year 2000, some periodic investigations have been performed in the Lilla Edet region to monitor and possibly determine the landslide of the area with GPS measurements. The responsible consultant has conducted this project by setting up some stable stations for GPS receivers in the risky areas of Lilla Edet and measured the independent baselines amongst the stations according to their observation plan. Here, we optimise the existing surveying network and determine the optimal configuration of the observation plan based on different criteria. We aim to optimise the current network to become sensitive to detect 5 mm possible displacements in each net point. The network quality criteria of precision, reliability and cost are used as object functions to perform single-, bi-and multi-objective optimisation models. It has been shown in the results that the single-objective model of reliability, which is constrained to the precision, provides much higher precision than the defined criterion by preserving almost all of the observations. However, in this study, the multi-objective model can fulfil all the mentioned quality criteria of the network by 17% less measurements than the original observation plan, meaning 17% of saving time, cost and effort in the project.
Introduction
Geodetic networks are designed for different purposes, but one important application of such networks is to monitor deformation of man-made structures or the Earth. Amongst numerous studies about the design of such networks, we mention the prominent work by Kuang (1991) . Blewitt (2000) and Gerasimenko et al. (2000) studied the design problem of a monitoring network based on the geophysical parameters and fault-mechanics and Yetki et al. (2008) studied a numerical algorithm of particle swarm optimisation for a similar purpose.
In the optimal design of a monitoring network, the accuracies of the displacements and/or deformation parameters are also considered as some criteria. Displacements are important for monitoring networks as the deformation parameters are estimated from them, if the monitored object can be considered as a continuum medium. However, not all objects are of continuum nature, and in such a case displacements in different parts of the object are considered instead of deformation parameters. So far, geodetic networks have been designed based on the precision and/or reliability of the network for one epoch of observations. In contrast, in displacement monitoring networks the goal is to design a network sensitive to detect the displacements or the coordinate differences between two epochs of observations. Sensitivity of a monitoring network is an important criterion, which is usually considered in optimisation of deformation networks in addition to the accuracy and reliability criteria. It expresses the capacity of the network in detecting and revealing the possible displacement or deformation of a monitoring network. EvenTzur (2002) designed a GPS vector configuration to monitor a deformation network based on the effective contribution of each baseline in providing the sensitivity of the network.
Generally, an optimal geodetic network is a network with high precision and reliability, which fulfills the economic considerations. Amongst several design stages that lead to an optimal network, we work with Second Order Design (SOD) due to the purpose of this paper. Neither the zero nor first order designs are required to be performed in GPS monitoring networks (Kuang, 1996, p. 260) . The displacements can be obtained by comparing the coordinates in different epochs with respect to the same reference datum; therefore, defining an optimum datum is not required here. Moreover, due to the fixed configuration of GPS networks, there is no need to consider the first order design, which tries to obtain an optimal configuration. Grafarend (1975) and Schmitt (1980 Schmitt ( , 1985 presented different approaches to the Second-Order Design (SOD) where the observable weights and types are determined. Xu (1989) developed a Multi-Objective Optimisation Model (MOOM) for the SOD purpose and Kuang (1993) presented another approach to the SOD leading to maximum reliability using linear programming (see e.g. Bazaraa, 1974; Smith et al., 1983) . Amiri-Simkooei (2004) and Doma (2014) presented other methods for the SOD. Doma (2014) compared his method with Kuang (1996) method and concluded the both of them can meet the precision criterion of the strain parameters.
Using the method of Kuang (1996) , one can obtain optimal weights and configuration of the network in one step by different optimisation algorithms and Object Functions (OF). In this method, the best configuration and observation precisions are determined simultaneously in an optimal way. This optimal design can be carried out using different criteria as an OF. If just one criterion exists in the OF, it is called Single-Objective Optimisation Model (SOOM); if two criteria exist, it is a Bi-Objective Optimisation Model (BOOM), and, if we have more than two criteria, we call it MOOM (Xu, 1989) . A simple comparison between different SOOMs has been carried out in Eshagh and Kiamehr (2007) . This comparison shows that reliability is a much better criterion than the other criteria in SOOMs due to its ability in providing highly reliable observations in addition to the precise net points. The capability of the BOOM versus SOOM was presented in Eshagh (2005) in which the possible inconsistency between constraints in the SOOM is eliminated by the bi-objective model. Bagherbandi et al. (2009) compared SOOM and MOOM in a simulated geodetic network and concluded the superiority of the MOOM with respect to SOOM. Alzubaidy et al. (2012) discussed the problem of the FOD and SOD in a micro-geodetic network. Amiri-Simkooei et al. (2012) presented some basic concepts related to the optimisation and design of geodetic networks. Eshagh and Alizadeh-Khameneh (2014) concluded that in the case of using a BOOM of precision and reliability, constraining the OF to the precision and reliability constraints are not necessary as these quality criteria have already had their influence in the OF.
In this paper, all the criteria that can be considered in designing an optimal monitoring network are explained in the methodology section. Afterwards, in the numerical section, we try to apply SOOM, BOOM and MOOM to an existing GPS monitoring network of Lilla Edet village to optimise the current network in order to have a precise, reliable, cost effective and sensitive network, which can detect requested displacements.
Methodology

Basic Equations
In a GPS monitoring network, the measured baseline between the points p and q can be expressed by the observation equation:
(1) where xp, yp and zp are the coordinates of the point p and xq, yq and zq are those of the point q with the residual vector of ε.
Since in optimisation of a GPS network we cannot consider each component of the baseline independent from the other components, we have to define a weight matrix for each baseline rather than each component. In this case, the baseline, including all its three elements, will either be removed or kept after optimisation and not its elements. The weight matrix for n observed baselines has the following structure:
where blkdiag (·) stands for the block diagonal matrix and 0 is a 3×3 null matrix and
where σ 2 0 stands for the a priori variance factor, which is normally 1 in an optimisation process of a GPS network. σ
are variances of the baseline components. If the problem is to design a GPS monitoring network, we can either consider an initial value for these variances based on the accuracy of the GPS receiver, or we can simply consider σ ∆x i = σ ∆y i = σ ∆z i = 1 and during the optimisation process we estimate the required accuracy for the baseline based on Eq. (3). In the optimisation of an existing network we can simply consider the accuracies of the baselines.
Optimisation models for a GPS monitoring network
Optimisation of a geodetic network requires meeting some criteria. In fact, the optimisation is an iterative process that tests different solutions and checks if they can fulfill the criteria. These criteria can be precision of the net point coordinates, reliability of the observations or economic considerations. Precision of the net points is described by the Variance-Covariance (VC) matrix of them, the reliability shows the contribution of each observable to the solution and cost is a criterion, which is more or less acting against the precision and reliability. However, there is a significant difference between the optimisation process of an ordinary network and a displacement monitoring network, which is related to the sensitivity of the network to the displacement.
Sensitivity of a network to displacements
Displacement is the coordinate difference for a single point in two epochs of observation. Such differences are normally small and hard to recognise from the errors to conclude whether the coordinate differences contain displacement or are just due to random errors of the observations. Therefore, in order to design a geodetic monitoring network capable to detect possible displacements, we need to first identify whether we could statistically detect it in the network or not. For this purpose, the congruency testing method can be applied on the coordinate differences of the net points individually. Let us define d k as a coordinate difference vector of the point k:
where
]︁ are the vectors of the coordinates in epochs 1 and 2, respectively. Kuang (1996, p. 302) presented the following statistics for testing the coordinate differences: with the significance level of 1-α, where typically α = 0.05, and redundancy of df. In the case that the quality of the measurements remains the same in both epochs, the VC matrix of the coordinate differences becomes Cd
. If we consider a 3-dimensional GPS monitoring network, we can observe six components of the coordinates of a point in two epochs, versus three unknown coordinates, thus, the redundancy df will be 3. Then, Eq. (5) will change to:
and the null and alternative hypotheses for this statistics are:
where E {·} is the statistical expectation operator. The null hypothesis H 0 means that the coordinate differences have a random behaviour so that their expected values will be zero, whilst H 1 means that there is a significant displacement. Therefore, the null hypothesis will be rejected if λ k > 2χ 2 0.95 (3), which means that a significant displacement exists in the network at point k. In a displacement monitoring network, we should always check the sensitivity of each point of the network prior to considering any criterion for the network optimisation. Therefore, we should select the criterion in accordance with the sensitivity of the network to displacements. Based on the statistical test in Eq. (6) we obtain some ideas about the sensitivity of the planned network in detecting the displacements.
Also, we can solve Eq. (6) for estimating the precision of the monitoring network points, the VC matrix C s k , and later on we can consider them as criterion for optimising the network by considering the same values of displacements in all components for each point. In this case, we have assumed that C s k = σ 2 s k I 3×3 then substituting it into Eq. (6), and solving it for σ 2 s k yields:
where m stands for the number of points in a network. Therefore, the criterion matrix that should be considered for optimisation of a monitoring network will have the following structure:
Moreover, it is required to transform this criterion matrix with the same datum parameters as the VC matrix of the network.
From a geometrical point of view, the displacementd k is detectable at the point k with confidence region of spherical shape of the radius σ s k . In other words, the displacement is not detectable if it is small and located in the confidence area, which is derived based on the error propagation of the measurement errors.
SOOM of Precision
The VC matrix of the net points estimated coordinates based on the inner constraints in the network is (Kuang (1996, p. 221) ):
where σ 2 0 is the a priori variance factor and assumed as 1. The matrices A and P have been already introduced in Eqs. (2) and (3). E is the matrix containing the inner constraint information as the datum for the network:
Equation (1) shows that the matrix A is constant and does not contain any variables. This means that the configuration of a GPS network based on the baseline measurements cannot be optimised, therefore, the problem of optimising the GPS monitoring network is mainly related to optimising the number and quality of the baselines. This means that during the optimisation process the elements of the matrix P in Eq. (2) are estimated based on the following condition:
‖C s − Cx‖ 2 = min (12) where ‖C s − Cx‖ 2 stands for the L2-norm. This means that the elements of the matrix P are estimated in such a way that the L2-norm of the differences between the VC matrix of the observations and the criterion matrix is minimised. We mention again that the elements of C s are determined based on the sensitivity of the monitoring network, described in the previous section. As Eq. (10) shows, the VC matrix is not linear with respect to the weights of the baselines, P i , therefore we linearise this matrix and try to minimise its linearised form. The non-linearity can be considered by iterating the solution. We write (Kuang (1996, pp. 226-227) ):
subject to
A 00 w ≤ b 00 (15) where
where the vec (·) operator produces a single column vector from a matrix by stacking its columns one below another. The unknown vector w consists of weight improvements for three components of n observations, which updates the P matrix during the optimisation procedure. H 1 and u 1 are defined as:
where I 3m represents a 3m×3m unit matrix with m number of net points and Θ is the Khatri-Rao product (Khatri and Rao 1968). Moreover,
and
where ∆P i , i = 1, · · · , n are the improvements to the initial weights P 0 i .
SOOM of Reliability
The ability of a network to resist against gross errors is called reliability (Baarda, 1976) . The reliability can be internal or external. The former means the minimum detectable blunder in the network, the latter means the effect of reliability on the coordinates of the net points. Hence, being precise is not the only criterion for the goodness of a network, and reliability should also be considered. We always try to establish networks with high reliability to reduce the risk of occurrence of blunders. Redundancy has a direct impact on reliability and strength of the network against the blunders. For optimising a network based on a redundancy criterion we try to change the configuration and observation plan so that the redundancy number of each observation becomes larger than a predefined threshold. These redundancy numbers are the diagonal elements of the redundancy matrix R:
where I 3n means a 3n×3n identity matrix. The objective function for maximising the reliability is (Kuang, 1993) :
where diag (·) means the diagonal elements of a matrix and ‖·‖ ∞ represents the uniform norm. Equation (24) means that the redundancy number of each observation should be maximised. For this purpose, the observation having the least redundancy is found and the configuration and/or observation plan changes until the minimum redundancy becomes larger than or equal to the minimum acceptable value. Later on, a new redundancy matrix R is computed and again the minimum redundancy number is maximised. This process is repeated until all observables have acceptable redundancy numbers. Definitely, some of the observations may be deleted from the plan during this process, but the important issue is that those remaining observations should have acceptable redundancy numbers. In a GPS monitoring network the matrix A in Eq. (23) is a constant, therefore, the optimisation is summarised by optimal weighting of the baselines. Again, Eq. (23) shows that R is non-linear with respect to P i , so we linearise it by the Taylor expansion. The linearised form of R is:
where R 0 is the approximate R, or R in the present network.
We can rewrite Eq. (26) as:
)︁ ]︁ and the vector w will be similar to the one presented in Eq. (18). Equation (24) is maximised subject to
where r o is a vector, which contains the minimum required reliability for the observations. This constraint is used in addition to presented physical constraint in Eq. (15) to control the optimisation procedure according to pre-set threshold value of r o .
SOOM of Cost
Increasing the number of baselines in a GPS network will increase its reliability, but the problem is that such a work may not be reasonable from an economic point of view. It could be more realistic and meaningful to consider a threshold for the reliability number of observations and constrain them to be larger than that. In this case, we can detect some of the observations, or baselines, which have no significant role on the reliability as well as the precision of the network. The cost criterion will remove such redundant measurements. However, the main issue is how to relate the cost to the measurements. By considering the fact that the minimum value of a weight is related to a less accurate observation and consequently less accurate and cheaper measuring instrument, we can find a mathematical formula for the cost criterion minimising the L∞-norm of P:
Linearising the P matrix by Taylor series results:
where P 0 is the initial weight matrix and ∆P i are the weight improvements, which are updated during the optimisation process. In such a case, by inserting Eq. (30) into Eq. (29) we have:
Since P is a diagonal matrix, we can rewrite Eq. (31) as:
with
and again w is the same as the one in Eq. (18). Similar to reliability, in order to perform the SOOM of cost, we solve Eq. (29) subject to cost control as
in addition to the physical constraint in Eq. (15). Here, c o is a vector that consists of the weight boundary values for the observations. This value for GPS baselines can be computed based on the optimum accuracy that we can obtain for our measurements for the longest baseline as an upper boundary value.
BOOM / MOOM
An effective design of a GPS network will increase the accuracy and reliability of the network while it decreases the cost of the GPS campaign. In order to cover the deficiency of single-objective models for constraint inconsistencies, all object functions of SOOMs can be considered simultaneously in one object function as a multi-objective model. Usually inconsistency occurs when we consider different constraints. For instance, a precise network requires better observations and thus accurate measuring devices, which increase the cost.
The following multi-objective optimisation model tries to minimise the difference between the precision, reliability and cost with their desired values subject to the physical and quality constraints in a least-square sense (due to L 2 norm). We can write the general object function as (Kuang, 1996, p. 253) : where
It can be seen in Eqs. (36) and (37) that A 11 and b 11 have two sub-matrices, which represent the precision by H 1 , u 1 and the reliability by −R 2 , R 1 − r o . Any pair of combination of these three terms presented in Eq. (34) can lead to a bi-objective optimisation model. A combination of precision and reliability criteria is discussed by Eshagh and Alizadeh-Khameneh (2014) as a bi-objective model to overcome the possible inconsistency of precision and reliability constraints.
It should be noted here that the bi/multi-objective models can be solved based on different quality constraints. Using any, both or neither of those constraints has been of interest in previous studies. Eshagh (2005) showed that there is no significant difference between constrained or unconstrained MOOM, as the quality quantities are included in the objective function itself. However, one can implement any constraint to ensure that the obtained results fulfill the requested requirements.
Numerical Studies
Study Area
In order to implement the methodology of an optimal deformation monitoring network design in the case of a real application, Lilla Edet municipality located in Västra Gö-taland County, Sweden, was chosen. This region is wellknown for its landslides and subductions. Due to many residential areas within this municipality, the study about landslide is of high interest for the community. Our study area surrounded the central village from east to west of Göta Älv, a main river on the west coast of the country.
A surveying network has been established in the area as shown in Fig. 1 . Based on the size of the area and purpose of the survey, GPS measurements were chosen to create a geodetic network for this region. The existing network, which was established by a consultant for the municipality, has 35 stations. 6 stations are assumed as fixed points around the village, and the rest are set up inside the area. The net points are projected to the SWEREFF 99 12 00 coordinate system, which is a realisation of the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS) at epoch 1989.0, and the height reference system is RH 2000. The purpose of the network is to monitor the landslide displacements within the area. The consultant had measured the points in 8 epochs in different time intervals since 2000. During these years, a fixed structure of the observation plan has been followed to monitor the movements.
Based on different optimisation techniques, the current GPS network of the area is optimised in order to meet the network quality criteria. Precision, reliability and cost are the three major criteria for acquiring the optimal network sensitivity to detect a specific displacement. SOOM, BOOM and MOOM are the techniques that we performed on the current network.
Results
As mentioned in the methodology section, we started the optimisation procedure by generating the design matrix from planned observations and weight matrix based on the reported accuracy of GPS receivers (Nordqvist, 2012) . The number of 35 net points, which are connected to each other with 245 independent baselines, yield a design matrix of dimension (245 × 3) by (35 × 3). We can compute the variances of baseline components as:
where S i is the distance between the net points. In this assumption, the same accuracy for all baseline components are assumed because tests show that decreasing the accuracy of the Z-component by a few millimetres does not have a significant effect on the results in this case study. Moreover, by considering σ 2 0 = 1 in the design stage, we can come up with the weight values for each baseline as in Eq. (3).
It is of importance to form the criterion matrix in order to optimise a network. We are very eager to figure out the sensitivity of the current network in detecting the displacements. According to the single point statistical test described in Eq. (6), the maximum sensitivity of the network is obtained as 5 mm. Now, the goal is to determine a criterion matrix based on this value such that every net point becomes sensitive for detecting 5 mm possible displacement. Thus, the criterion matrix Cs can be written based on Eqs. (8) and (9) In the first attempt, we apply the SOOM of precision on the Lilla Edet GPS monitoring network. The optimisation procedure tries to cover the precision criterion and removes the baselines, which do not affect the presumed precision. Baselines are being omitted from the observation plan according to their corresponding weights. It is quite obvious that baselines with lower weight (close to zero) can be discarded. The optimised network and omitted baselines from the observation plan are depicted in Fig. 2 .
Performing the SOOM of reliability without precision constraints leads to an optimised network, where we have no control on the precision of net points. Due to the aim of this work, we are supposed to design a sensitive network for displacements. It means that the precision constraint for the network should be preserved during the optimisation procedure, so we used precision constraints as in Eq. (14) in addition to physical and reliability constraints presented in Eqs. (15) and (28), respectively. Here, we selected 0.7 as minimum reliability value (ro) as we intend to have a quite reliable optimised network.
It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the SOOM of reliability kept most of the baselines in order to make as reliable network as possible and omitted just five baselines in contrast to the SOOM of precision, which omitted many more baselines.
In order to avoid the inconsistencies between the quality constraints, we performed BOOM and MOOM. The applied BOOM is the combination of precision and reliability criteria while MOOM has the cost criterion in addition. Both models are solved subject to precision and reliability constraints. Although the appearance of the optimised observation plan of BOOM and MOOM, illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, are slightly different, no significant differences in precision of the net points or reliability of the observations are attained. Due to this reason, we only present the result of BOOM in Figs. 6 and 7 to avoid messy graphs. These quite similar results originated from the definition of the cost criterion as an additional constraint in MOOM. Here, we assume the optimum accuracy of the longest baseline as the upper boundary value as vector co in Eq. (34). It should be mentioned that in GPS measurements, the duration of measurement and length of the baselines can be of interest for defining a cost criterion. Here, as all the existing baselines are shorter than 10 kilometres, the length of the measured baselines cannot strongly affect the cost criterion and consequently affect the efficiency of the MOOM in comparison to BOOM.
The reliability of a network is presented by a numerical value in the range of zero to one for each observation. The powerful networks in detecting gross errors have a higher value in this range. Referring to Fig. 6 , one can see that the SOOM of reliability has totally higher and more stable reliability number in comparison with the other models. In this model, the reliability of the network has been provided in its optimal value.
The SOOM of precision has an unpredictable behaviour due to lack of reliability constraint in the model. It is obvious that when this model is being performed without reliability control, the optimisation procedure just tries to fit the precision criterion and therefore we cannot trust the network power on detecting gross errors. The reliabil- ity output of the bi-and multi-objective models are more or less the same, so we plotted the result of the BOOM in Fig. 6 . Although BOOM/MOOM can preserve the reliability of the network within the given threshold (minimum 0.7), they have more dispersive result than the SOOM of reliability. Figure 7 shows that the precision of the net points after optimisation procedure based on the single-objective model of reliability with precision constraint are higher than the other models due to less standard error values of the points. The reason can be explained by the high reliability of the network. As the network tries to be the most reliable network possible, it keeps most of the observations. Thus, the precision of the network becomes much higher than our expectation as a criterion value. This issue has been previously investigated by Bagherbandi et al. (2009) in a simulated network as well. A comparison of different optimisation models in this figure shows that despite goodness of the reliability model, it is precise for our purpose. Therefore, BOOM /MOOM can be better alternatives for an optimal solution.
A summary for outputs of different optimisation models is presented in Table 1 , which includes the number of removed baselines from the observation plan by applying each model. Elimination of baselines, which do not have any effect in fulfilling our criteria, economises the cost and time of the project. It is obvious from the table that there is no significant difference between the result of the BOOM and MOOM in this case. As mentioned before, the low impact of the cost criterion (due to the short baseline length) in the MOOM emphasises the efficiency of the BOOM. It has been discussed in Eshagh and Alizadeh-Khameneh (2014) that although the cost criterion is not included in a BOOM of precision and reliability, it is still economically efficient in a network with the short baselines.
Conclusions
Optimisation of geodetic networks is being performed to acquire a precise and reliable network with minimum cost. It is of importance to design a network that simultaneously could be able to meet the pre-set criteria. Sometimes there are inconsistencies between the desired criteria, which different models are being developed to solve them. One of the critical parts of the optimisation procedure is the way that those criteria are being assigned. In case of monitoring networks, the sensitivity of the network in detecting the displacements and deformations are of great interest. In this paper, we aimed to optimise the existing GPS monitoring network of the Lilla Edet village to build up a network sensitive to displacements on the net points. Different optimisation models are defined and performed on the network as SOOM, BOOM and MOOM. The advantages of BOOM and MOOM are investigated such that the power of combined models on overcoming the constraint inconsistencies in single-objective models.
The SOOM of reliability, which is constrained to precision, yields better results in sense of optimised precision and reliability comparing to the other models. Naturally, it keeps most of the observations to create a highly reliable network and consequently provides a network with much less standard error than we requested. BOOM or MOOM provide a network, which completely meets the network quality criteria and by removing unnecessary independent baselines, one can save a considerable amount of time, cost and effort in the project.
